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Report
A reporter is concerned about the 
monitoring of photovoltaic (PV) panels 
and whether all the possible lessons 
are learned from current experience.

One of the triggers for this 
report was a fi re in a building under 
construction which was circulated in 
local media. The reporter is alarmed 
by the fact that building integrated 
photovoltaic (BIPV) panels were 
present in the building, rather than 
building attached photovoltaics (BAPV). 
The main distinction is that BAPVs 
are fi tted on existing sur aces that 
co prise the structure li e  at or 
tiled roofs), whereas BIPVs essentially 
replace construction elements and the 
panel becomes part of the building 
(potentially facade or roof element). It is 
still uncertain whether the PVs were the 
initiating cause o  the fi re

The reporter considers that 
experience with BAPVs is more 
extensive, so they are ‘tried and 
tested’, but is alarmed by the drive for 
more ‘beautiful buildings’ through the 
avoidance of intrusive elements, which 
leads to the preference of BIPVs in 
new projects. Some building control 
bodies may require details for the PV 
installation through the submission 
process, but it is the reporter’s view 
that their interest is focused on the 
appearance of the building, potentially 
leaving safety implication concerns on 
new technologies unaddressed. It is 
alar ing to the , citing a fi re o   cer s 
report on an educational occupancy 
project which appears to incorporate 
BIPVs, that ‘...matters of combustibility 
of materials is not a planning 
consideration and would be dealt with 
via Building Regulations’.

Part B of Schedule 1 of the Building 

is left unaddressed. The interactions 
of these systems with other traditional 
or innovative construction methods 
and products should be explored by 
designers in order to ensure that they 
are understood and addressed.

Conventional design standards, 
by defi nition, will only address 
conventional building technology 
and so it cannot be assumed that 
compliance with those conventional 
design standards is su   cient to eet 
the functional requirements of the 
Building Regulations when dealing 
with new technology or materials. 
Those responsible (designers and/or 
regulators) need to demonstrate how 
they meet the functional requirements 
of the Building Regulations (as 
amended), and how those responsible 
under the Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005 assess the risks 
posed by these new technologies, 
given these evolving technologies are 
not considered in statutory guidance in 
support of the above law.

Regarding the reporter’s comment 

Regulations 2010 outlines the 
functional requirements for buildings. 
It is up to the designers to prove that 
the functional requirements have been 
satisfi ed with appropriate arrange ents 
for the project’s nature and constraints.

When PV panels were increasing 
in practice, a government study 
was issued and was conducted 
by the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE), producing 
several reports. The reporter is 
wondering whether the updating of the 
databases on  fi res is still ongoing 
and if potential issues with this ‘new’ 
construction practice are addressed 
through the mechanisms that arose 
through that study.

Expert Panel comments
The issue of PV panel installations is 
one of the ongoing issues relating to 
new developments in construction 
and building technology, potentially 
presenting di  erent fi re ris s to ore 
conventional methods. Fire engineers 
should try to not prevent the use 
of new technology, but should be 
cautious about it and treat it with care.

In this case, the location of the PV 
units would signifi cantly a  ect the fi re 
risk. Conventionally, PV units tend to 
be on roofs, which means that even if a 
fi re does occur it is unli ely to present a 
risk to occupants. However, if the new 
types o   are in di  erent locations or 
incorporated into the building fabric in 
a novel way, then those risks should 
be carefully assessed. For example, 
PVs on top of a tiled roof will at least 
o  er so e level o  protection to the 
roof structure, whereas when they 
are integrated there may be a greater 
ris  e g  the ris  o  concealed fi re 
spread  i  there is a fi re and the issue 

This month we present a report concerning the monitoring of photovoltaic panels and lessons 
learned from current experience.

Key learning outcomes

For building designers, persons procuring solar 
anels and fi re sa ety en ineers
|  Novel technological solutions can introduce new 

risks to buildings and these have to be properly 
accounted for in the fi re strategy of the building

|  Those responsible need to demonstrate, with 
supporting evidence, how they meet the functional 
requirements of the Building Regulations

or site en ineers
|  Ensure that the electrical components and 

connections are properly installed and inspected
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How reporting to CROSS works
he secure and confi dential safety re orting syste  

allo s rofessionals to share their e eriences to 
hel  others  

rofessionals can sub it re orts on safety issues 
related to buildings and other structures in the built 
en iron ent  e orts ty ically relate to concerns  

near isses or incidents  ind out 
ore  including ho  to sub it 

a safety re ort  at https://bit.ly/
cross-safety  our re ort ill 

a e a di  erence

What is CROSS?
ollaborati e e orting for afer tructures 

 hel s rofessionals to a e structures 
safer by ublishing safety infor ation based 
on the re orts it recei es and infor ation in the 

ublic do ain
 o erates internationally in the   

and ustralasia  ll regions co er structural safety  
hile  also co ers fi re safety

on the focus on aesthetics instead of 
safety, the panel would like to clarify 
that building control is focused on 
and interested in the safety aspects 
of designs, and it could be the 
local authority planning agency that 
addresses the appearance of the 
building, to avoid any misinterpretation 
of the reporter’s view.

The panel acknowledges and 
supports the need for sustainable 
growth and greener energy solutions, 
and this report is another good 
example of how their introduction 
to the built environment can require 
additional considerations by the 
designers. However, pursuing the 
green agenda cannot be at the 
expense of safety for all, and the 
potential for creating a future legacy 
issue must be acknowledged at an 
early stage.

he fi re and rescue service is 
updating its procedures as these 
new risks emerge. This process 
takes time, with lessons learned 
from incidents being used to inform 
future practice. Despite that, it 
needs to be acknowledged that 

fi re and rescue service intervention 
has some limitations, and if after 
having carried out appropriate risk 
assess ents the fi re and rescue 
service decides to tac le the fi re 
de ensively, this ay ean the fi re is 
allowed to burn (under control) while 
adjacent risks are protected.

The BRE research did include 
some recommendations for helping 
assist the fi re brigade, e g  ensuring 
good locations for isolation switches, 
and engineers should take that into 
account. An academic publication 
that reviews the latest guidance and 
sa ety practices or fi refi ghters can also 
be read1.

In 2016 CROSS published an Alert: 
PV installations: structural aspects2

which provides advice about the 
installation of panels on roof structures.

The full CROSS Safety Report, including 
links to guidance mentioned, is available 
on the CROSS website (report ID: 
1032) at www.cross-safety.org/uk/
safety-information/cross-safety-
re ort fi re roo s ontainin
panels-1032.

IF THE NEW TYPES OF 
PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS ARE IN 
DIFFERENT LOCATIONS OR 
INCORPORATED INTO THE 
BUILDING FABRIC IN A NOVEL WAY, 
THEN THOSE RISKS SHOULD BE 
CAREFULLY ASSESSED
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